SGI - Cambridge FCE Exam Preparation Course

The Cambridge First Certificate in English (FCE), also known as Cambridge English: First now, is an extremely popular
and highly-regarded General English exam, that is pitched at an Upper Intermediate level of English - B2 on the CEF
(Common European Framework). This high-quality exam proves you can use everyday written and spoken English for
work or study purposes. There are four parts to the exam, covering Speaking (14 minutes), Listening (40 minutes),
Writing (1 hour 20 minutes) and Reading (1 hour 15 minutes) with Use of English.
This course is ideal if you want to study abroad or to develop a career which requires language skills (e.g. sales,
marketing, etc).
Key Features
Group Size

12

Hours Per Week

15 Hours (20 Lessons)

Duration

4 weeks

Levels

Upper Intermediate

Minimum age

16

Progress

Regular testing, Individual tutorials

Course start date:

Mon 9th July 2018 (4 weeks)
Mon 6th August 2018 (4 weeks)

Prices - Registration fee (all courses) £75:
4 weeks
Price

£950

Monique from France: “Good training method in line with exams expectations. A very good
school with very nice teachers and people. I enjoyed the school and I will recommend it to my friends”

)

Cambridge FCE Exam Preparation: More Course Information:
The FCE course fully prepares students for all the assessments by familiarising students with the
format and content of the five papers and helping them to approach the exam with
confidence. Students learn to fluently talk about a variety of topics, write in both formal and
informal styles and read and understand texts from a variety of sources.
Exam Information
So what exactly does the exam consist of? There are 4 parts; Reading and Use of English, Writing, Speaking and
Listening. Here’s a quick guide to each part:
Use of English & Reading
1 hour 30 minutes in length and is in 8 parts;
Successful candidates will show that they are able to deal with different types of text with confidence and ease as
well as use grammar and vocabulary correctly.
Writing
The Writing paper is 1 hour 30 minutes in length and is in 2 parts;
On this paper, candidates are expected to produce two separate writing tasks. The second task is much longer
than the first and contains more points.
Listening
The Listening paper is 40 minutes long and has 4 sections;
The listening tests your ability to follow and understand normal social conversation, radio broadcasts, interviews
and academic presentations.
Speaking
The Speaking interview is 15 minutes long and students are tested in pairs.
The 4 parts to the interview test a candidate’s skills in effective speaking skills in everyday situations.

